
Symbol Creation

EZRoute2000



Start EZRoute2000, In FILE
select NEW, then
 Schematic symbol file

This will open the symbol
editor. 

Next select Insert 
then Box and Outline box.

This places a box on screen. 



When you select the item on screen, it
will highlight.  

The corners have blue blocks. 

 Selecting a blue box will allow you to
move the box outline.  Make it
smaller.



Select Insert, then I/O pin on:
select left. 
This places a line and blue end
on screen.
Grab the blue end and move
the line to the middle of the
left side of the box.
Add top, bottom and right side
leads

Insert and select Show Value Of
select INSTANCE
and PART place them as shown

Power pin information
entered in Part Editor
later



To make the symbol area smaller, the
white screen shows how much room it
takes in the schematic, select EDIT and
Symbol Properties.

Count the lines and leave 3 or so from
the right and bottom of the symbol. 
These lines are .1" apart.  Make sure
you draw the symbol with the grid lines
showing as it gives reference for the
program.  If you need to, click the grid
off to move the text.

I made the symbol 1.2" x 1.1" and
entered 1 as the number of sections.
If I was making a multi section ic, I
would add a number to represent the
total of sections.



When you draw a symbol, the
leads have a ?. To assign a
number, double-click the line
and enter it’s number in the IO
Properties Box.  

If this were a hex ic, enter the
pin number for the first section,
then the next pin as shown
below.  Click pin 2 and enter the
new output pin #’s
This is a 4010 chip.

Our finished symbol

If you are unable to enter numbers, you
missed entering the section information



When the symbol is finished, in
FILE, select Save As and select a
directory/folder to save it in.  I
make a WORK folder for my
symbols.

Enter the symbol name and save



Using the Symbol Wizard to make symbols

In VIEW, select
symbol wizard

Add number of sections
a hex inverter would
have 6 sections.

Add number of pins used
on each side 



I’m making the
AT89LP4052 symbol as
example.
It is a 1 section ic with 20
pins.  10 on each side

This is how the wizard
created our symbol.
Note the pins start at the
top for each side.  If you
want to change the
symbol so it looks like a
stadard footprint, click
pin 20 and rename it 11,
Do the same for the rest. 
Or leave the symbol as
created, the pins will be
correct in the pcb
footprint.  This is only a
schematic representation.



I added .2 to
the length
and moved
<Part> 

If you want to add the pin information, 

Select Insert,
select Text
Place text

Doubleclick TEXT
Select Font

Select Font, make
Bold, select size,
make 0.050



I clicked TEXT, changed it
to (VPP), then inserted text
again, clicked and changed it
to RST
Now to change grid and
move so there’s room for
more text.

In VIEW, click
Snap to grid,
remove the
checkmark. 
Now we are off
grid and can
move the text
where we want.

I moved the text,
and added pin2
info.  I also
removed the grid.
Now to finish. 
Note when you
first add TEXT,
select it, then copy.
 Each time you
paste, it’s placed
over the first text,
select and move.

Each new text needs to be
modified, font and size.



Our
finished
symbol

Or
modified to
look like a
normal
footprint.

Save symbol as AT89LP4052  (This can  be used for 2052 chips as well.)
Footprint name to use is DIP-20 or whatever package you’re using. 

Or just a box, 
your choice.



Our next step is to save our
symbol in Library

When this is selected, the library
box will open, select the library to
use, I’m using Misc Library.
Enter the symbol name 
and save

When this is finished
CLOSE the Library.  If you
don’t, you may lose it and
need to reload.



Open the Schematic
editor, in TOOLS, select
PART EDITOR.  
In FILE select NEW

Then enter the new
symbol information. 

If required
enter Power Pins
info as:



To save, select FILE
and SAVE AS

Select Library

Enter the new
symbol name at
bottom 
save 

When saved the new
symbol name shows in
Name

File Close

File EXIT



In Board Editor, create the new footprint.  Select and
place proper sized pads in correct position and in
order, then add silkscreen information

Select the black ic from the title
brow

Place the cursor where you want
the instance to appear

A Component Reference box will
appear.  Enter the Reference letter
the part and footprint names.



To save the new footprint,
select it and in FILE select
 Save As Symbol 

Enter the footprint name
remember it needs to be
the same as entered in the
Part Description
previously.



It’s a good idea to load the new symbol and
place a couple of them on screen. 
Select Add Symbol and the new footprint.  Look
to see that it looks like it should.



Load footprint and place a
couple on screen.  Make sure
they look as they should and that
the instance increments.

OOPS I missed making pin 1
square.  This is the reference pad
so the device can be installed
correctly.



Our next step is to open the schematic editor and in TOOLS, select Library
Manager.  In FILE select Open Library and double click PARTS, then
select the library.



In FILE select OPEN
LIBRARY
When you select the new
symbol name you should see
BBC.prt and BBC.sym and the
symbol should show at the
right.  If you see BBC.PRT
instead, it will be corrected by
the next steps.
In FILE select Import Entries,
search for your WORK
directory and select the new
symbol name, then OPEN

This will import the new symbol information into this library.  You will
probably see the following error boxes.  Not to worry.  Click OK
As we finish we will be able to save the information.

If this is not done, the symbol will load and
be placed on screen, BUT when you save
and reload it will be missing.  You can
FRESHEN to redraw the missing symbol



Importing from the
WORK directory will
correct the symbols.  You
will see the symbol for each
prt and sym

Update existing symbols     
Yes



Close Library     EXIT

To test,  open schematic, load the new symbol and place a couple on screen. 



Wire the symbols, add
other parts if wanted.  

In REPORTS select Design
check



Save the schematic, then in
REPORTS select 
PCB UPDATE LIST

This will look at the
schematic and generate a
report on the parts used and
the wiring information.  This
generates a *.UPD file

Part is BBC
instance is U1
bbc is the footprint to be used
Pad U1 1   first pin of U1
EZL#4 is the net or schedule
information the program will
use.



Select the directory to
save the upd file.  The
program usually
selects  schematic
directory

To test, open Board Editor



In FILE, select Import
and Create Board from
Update List

Select the correct update list



All parts used in the schematic will be placed in columns down the
left side of a 16" x16" screen and the update list information will be
displayed.  Check through the list to see if there are any warnings
or errors.



In EDIT, select Board
Properties and change the
board size.  Move the
parts closer together.  I
changed the background
color as well.

To show the schematic
wiring information,
“net or schedule lines”
select Auto-Router and
Auto-Schedule Routes.
This will place green
schedule lines between
the pads.  Select and
move parts for best
placement.



Select L or lines and use
settings to change the
trace  width.
Place the cursor in a pad
center.  The schedule
line will highlight and
show the next pad it’s
connected to.  Place
copper, pad center to
pad center.  The
schedule line will
disappear.

As a test, open a new
schematic editor and
load the test schematic. 
You should see all parts
used.



I hope this answers any questions you may have and that it
helps you understand the symbol/footprint creation
proceedures.

Please email me if you need more information or
something explained deeper.

Thank you for using EZRoute2000

Bill Jenkins
wrj60@telus.net


